
Drone inspections are becoming the new 
industry standard for rotor blade inspections. 
Owners and operators are looking for skilled teams 
to carry out inspections in the shortest possible time. 
But it takes more to stay competitive. 

Together with our partners we have carried out 7000 automated drone 
inspections of wind turbines in 20 countries around the globe. With our 
3DXTM Blade Platform you work with state-of-the-art hardware and software. 
Our highly interactive data analysis tool is based on one of the largest 
inspection databases in the market and we apply a highly advanced, 
AI driven damage recognition algorithm.

OUR PLATFORM OFFERS
■ Fully autonomous inspections

Complete up to 17 inspections per day and system, 
 annotations as early as 2 days after inspection
■ Highest quality and reproducable inspection data
 Enable end-customers to optimize their intervention, maintenance 
 and repair strategy as well as monitor damage progression
■ Professional Campaign Management
 Manage your campaigns online and in real time
■ Collaboration and real time inspection data
 Share live data within and across organisations with 
 the 3DXTM Blade Platform
■ Fleet wide blade analytics
 Offer comprehensive tools to filter data for multiple use 
 and monitor blade condition across entire fleets
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“The report we get from 
the 3DXTM Blade Platform 

allows us to make very 
detailed estimates on

 repair costs. Repair quotes 
are now based on hard facts 

and more reliable.”

Erhan Özalp 
Deputy Operations Manager

Ülke Enerji



Become part of our drone inspection team and  
offer your customers a system with which they can plan 
their repair campaigns, avoid unscheduled repairs and 
shutdowns, and gain detailed insights into the health of 
their entire fleet.

HOW DOES IT WORK?
We are always looking for experienced and professional partners.  
Getting started is simple and you you can get operational straight away. 
All we ask of you is that you have experience in the wind industry,  
possess all required HSE certificates and are licensed to fly a drone.

Our partner package includes:
■ ½-day online training program

■ Certificate of approved partner
■ Marketing package
■ 24/7 Tech support
■ Professional annotation service from leading blade experts

BOOK A DEMO TODAY! 
Find out how easy it is to work with our 3DXTM Blade Platform in a  
personalised demo. Contact us today to set up your demo and find  
out more about our introduction offer: partner@sulzerschmid.com

Partner with us 
for a competitive 
edge

“Shortly after having received  
the online training on the  
3DX Blade Platform I was  

inspecting 17 wind turbines a day.”

Brandon Gash
Inspection partner,  

USA

www.sulzerschmid.com
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* from inspection to report

GLOBAL
FOOTPRINT

LOCAL
SERVICE PARTNERS

+190 k 
DAMAGES IDENTIFIED

30 MIN 
DOWNTIME  
PER WTG/INSPECTION

5 DAYS
TURNAROUND GUARANTEED*

1000+ 
INSPECTIONS PER MONTH


